Powering your practice with ABC Order
ABC Order powers your practice with a suite of online tools to make placing and managing your pharmaceutical orders
simple. ABC Order offers you immediate and 24-hour access to pricing, order placement, order tracking, invoices,
payments, receiving, extensive reporting and analytics, white-glove help and a sophisticated support services platform.
Robust search, browsing and filtering

Simplifying multiplication

Search is robust, fast and easy to use with filtering and
pricing information to make it easy to find what you’re
looking for.
Color-cues, product images, and rollover icons help
you with order accuracy and reduce ordering errors.
Instinctive browsing categories with adaptive filters and
toggle switches makes procurement a fast and easy
experience.

Many locations? No problem.
Simple multiple office location ordering and
management and set rules to grant different levels of
access for different roles in the office. Additionally,
The multi-cart experience allows you to easily view
and manage cart(s) and access order history.

All-day log-in and order collaboration
Once you log in to ABC Order, you won’t be logged out
during business hours. In addition, multiple users can
add items to the same cart to streamline ordering and
invoices.

Support service functionality
The support area allows you to easily initiate returns
and report shipment errors or technical issues.
Getting help quickly has never been easier: use the
on-screen help system available 24/7 or online chat
during office hours for direct access to a Customer
Service specialist to help you quickly through any order
inquiry.

Tools help you better manage your inventory
Track irregular inventory and set alerts to be notified
when items become available. You can also create notes
for products that require specific ordering procedures,
and cues for easy decision-making at time of order.
Real-time pricing and contract data ensure pricing
accuracy while stock status displays give visibility of
back orders or low stock.

Up-to-date delivery status and order
information
When you log in to ABC Order the first thing you’ll see
is your dashboard with important order delivery updates
and notifications.

Most loved features
• Dashboard with…
- Quick Links
- Favorites
- My Transactions
• Invoice and Payment Alerts
• Easy Online Return Claims
• Analytics and Alerts in
Reporting App
• Digital CSOS signing
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